Child Development Minute:

Preschool Play (cont..)
Emotionally, children’s confidence and
self-regulatory skills are enhanced when
they engage in play (Miller & Almon,
2009). In addition, when parents spend
time playing with their children the
parent-child relationship can be
improved. Socially, children learn
problem-solving skills and empathy
when playing with peers (Leong &
Bedrova, 2005). Parents can further aid
their child’s social development by
arranging play dates. Physically,
children use both gross and fine motor
skills in their play, which allows them to
develop healthy, active bodies
(Ginsberg, 2007). Parents have the
ability to enrich their children’s
environments by providing them with
opportunities and materials that allow
them to express themselves physically.

Many people believe children have
plenty of time to play at home, but that
is not always the case due to
technological advances and changing
perspectives (Elkind, 2007). Parent’s
beliefs about play influence their
involvement in their children’s play.
Research shows that parents believe
play is beneficial to learning and that
they can assist children in their play.
Some parents act in accordance with
these beliefs, however many do not.

Grace-Based Parenting
Secure Love

Last month, we discussed the ways that love can

Everyone has been designed to respond to

be incomplete. But how do we foster a secure

affection, and usually children are especially

love? To keep children from doubting, Kimmel

responsive. Kimmel believes that the hugs and

suggests three things that if done consistently,

kisses they receive from their parents from the

should help children to have a secure love.

time they are born create a “reservoir” of
security in their hearts. Children benefit even

1. Children feel secure when they know they are

more from affection from both parents. As

accepted as they are.

children get older and might be embarrassed by
affection, they still likely want and need it.

This does not mean that

Kimmel mentions a part in scripture

important issues should

where Jesus takes a child into his

be ignored. Discipline can

arms, hugs him and says “Whoever

and should still be used at

receives one child like this in my name

times, but the

receives me…” (Mark 9:37) Kimmel

“acceptance” that Kimmel

believes that Jesus was referring to the

speaks of is that of a

affection he was showing the boy and

child’s unique

that when we treat children as Jesus

characteristics. The

did, we are not only showing love to

emotional, intellectual

them, but to God who made them.

and physical traits that make them special.
Some of these traits may annoy or frustrate

God does not expect us to be perfect, he knows

parents, but they are not wrong. And every time

that parents have fallen short, but he will

parents criticize these things, children may

always forgive. Kimmel discusses God’s

develop insecurities about not being able to

ultimate sacrifice of sending his son Jesus to die

measure up. Kimmel asks “Was it worth it? Is

for our sins. But as Kimmel points out “Every-

that the way God treats us?” But when parents

thing was worth it to Him because you were

communicate nothing but acceptance for the

worth it. God loves you more than you can ever

unique characteristics of their child, the child

know. He loves you just as you are. He wants

can sense the kind of acceptance God has for us.

you to enjoy your good standing in His personal
Home of Honor. He wants to put His arm on

2. Children feel secure when they know they are

you and pull you close to His heart.”

affiliated with a loving and honoring family.
Kimmel believes that as parents learn to have a
Kimmel sees homes of honor as homes that

love that is secure - grace, they will want to offer

honor and respect the time, gifts, opinions, and

acceptance, affiliation, and affection to their

uniqueness of those inside it. There is still some

children on a daily bases. Because these three

room for disagreements and sibling rivalry, but

gifts will keep on giving, long after the parents

overall, these homes give children a deep sense

are gone. 2

Due to societal influences, many parents
believe that play is not enough for their
children to be successful later in life.
Therefore, parents may over schedule or
over teach their children rather than
allowing them to fully participate in their
own child-driven play. 1
(Please ask me if you’d like a full list of
references.)

Please call me (Deborah) at 937-1116 x.15 if you are ever in need of advice or have any prayer requests
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